RENT FERRARI CALIFORNIA
Do you want to rent a Ferrari California ?

The Ferrari California is a 2-door 4-seater spider sports car introduced in Paris in 2008 but produced from
2009.
Its name, California, brings back to the name used in the 50s for the Ferrari 250 GT. The Ferrari California is powered
by a naturally aspirated V8 engine of 4.3L producing 460 hp. The Ferrari California is both a coupé and a convertible
thanks to its hardtop retractable roof, which is a first for Ferrari.

RATES FERRARI CALIFORNIA RENTAL (rates are per day / VAT incl) 1- 2 days
1700 &euro;From 3 days
1500 &euro;From 7 days
1350 &euro;Additionnal KM
6 &euro; Franchise 30 000 &euro;

Reduced Franchise

25 000 &euro;KM included per day
200
BOOK THIS VEHICULE

You could not think of a better place than France to rent a Ferrari California. Let the French landscapes
amaze you as you drive an luxury car like a Ferrari California for a sensation-filled experience. The diversity of french
landscapes has to offer will be all the more appreciated from a luxury car like a Ferrari California, whether it is its
charming cities (Paris, Lyon, Reims) or its seaside cities (Cannes, Nice, Monaco, Saint Tropez). You will get to discover
the very chic and romantic atmosphere of Paris, the mountainous massifs of Megève, as well as the sunny beaches of
coastal cities such as Nice, Cannes and Saint Tropez, all while enjoying the comfort of a Ferrari California. Treat yourself
with a luxurious getaway behind the wheel of one of a Ferrari California throughout France and Europe. We deliver our
cars all over France, in Paris, Megève, Cannes, Cannes, Saint Tropez, Nice or Monaco for instance, but also in Europe,
for example in Zurich, Geneva, Brussels, London, Milan, Madrid or Barcelona, or directly to the airport if you prefer, in
Charles de Gaulle, Orly, Le Bourget, Nice Côte d&rsquo;Azur, Milan Malpensa, Geneva&hellip; You simply cannot go
wrong with a Ferrari California in France or Europe. Whether you need a luxury car for a business trip, a sport vehicle like
a Ferrari California for a romantic getaway or a 4x4 like a Range Rover Sport 2014 for some well-deserved family
vacations, ParisLuxuryCar will be there to meet your expectations. If you want to discover or rediscover the sensation of
being behind the wheel of a Ferrari California, rent your dream car at ParisLuxuryCar, one of the top five luxury car rental
agencies in Paris. Any specific request will be taken into consideration so as to make you live an unforgettable moment
behind the wheel of one of our Ferrari California in France and Europe.

See the other Ferrari we have in our fleet :
Rent Ferrari 458 Italia Coupé
Rent Ferrari 458 Italia Spider
Rent Ferrari F12 Berlinetta
Rent Ferrari FF
http://www.parisluxurycar.com
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Rent Ferrari 430 Coupé
Rent Ferrari Enzo
Rent Ferrari 599 GTB Fiorani Coupé
Rent Ferrari F430 spider
Rent Ferrari Maranello 575
Rent Ferrari 360 Modena spider
Rent Ferrari Modena F1 coupé
Rent Ferrari 612 Scaglietti coupé
Rent Ferrari Maranello 575 F1 coupé
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